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lOWf) HOM[Mf}~LB 
10W6 STt)TE COLl[GE 
VOL. IX JUNE, 1929 NO.2 
A Chicago paper wanted an assistant food editor 
---but the call went unanswered 
Some weeks ago Iowa State College received a call 
from a national journalistic agency asking for recom-
mendations for a home economics graduate, trained in 
foods and trained in journalistic writing, who might 
work into a job as an assistant food editor on one of 
Chicago's newspapers. 
A search "vas made, files were consulted. 'rhe re-
quest was not for an experienced person, but one with 
adequate training. The one available candidate with 
such training turned down the offer because she was al-
ready satisfactorily located. 
Iowa State home economics graduates with the pro-
per training and ability have countless opporttmities 
awaiting them. Prom anywhere in the country calls for 
young women to fill responsible positions are likely to 
come to the largest school of home economics in the 
United States. 
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What the Graduate May Do 
When our mothers were young practi· 
rally the only position open to college 
trained women was teaching. That pro· 
fession is still a popular field but due to 
the 1·npid development of home economics 
tt·aining it is only one of many. 
Among the positions open to graduates 
in home economics may be listed the 
following: commercial foods work, dem· 
onstrnting food products and conducting 
resen rch in experimental laboratories; 
hospital dietetics, Red Cross nutrition 
service; home demonstrn.tion ·agents, ex· 
tension servi,ce; institutional manage· 
ment, including supervision of food ser· 
Yice in cafeterias, dormitories, and tea 
rooms; demonstrators of household equip· 
ment, and directo1·s of educational depart-
ments for manufacturing organizations; 
depnrtment store positions including re-
tail selling, and personnel service; posi-
tions combining home \ec<i'nomics and 
journalism tmining. 
The Placement Bureau of the Division 
of Home Economics is organized to assist 
home economics graduates and students 
to secure positions other than high school 
teaching. The placing of candidates for 
all high school teaching positions is in 
charge of the college Appointment Com-
mittee. 'rhe recommendations for college 
positions, are taken care of by the Home 
Economics Placement Bureau. Out of 
the 1927-28 class, totaling 219 students, 
35 were placed in college teaching and 
research positions and 3 in specialized 
teaching positions. Ninety-one entered 
high school teaching while thirteen took 
up hospital and nutrition work. 'Ten 
young women went into retail stores . as 
sales women, stylists, or comparabve 
shoppers. Two entered commercial foods 
positions m1d tlnee entered commercial 
equipment work. 'rhirteen were placed in 
extension service, ten in cafterias and 
tea rooms, two in social service, two in 
journalism, while one (\nte1·~d library 
work and two office wmk. Twenty-three 
of the class were married and became 
homemake1·s. 
More requests for candidates for posi-
tions are coming to! the Home Economics 
Mary Elva Sather 
Placement Bureau this year than ever 
before. Because of the recent passage 
of the Capper-K1·etchem Act, additional 
funds have been made available for home 
economics extension sel"Vice. As a result 
the Placement Bureau is receiving an un-
usual numbr of requests for home econ-
omics specialists and home demonstra-
tion age11ts. Recently, inquiries have 
come from Mnssachusetts, Maryland, 
Michigan, Minnesota, North and South 
Dakota, Illinois, Iowa, and Nevada for 
county agents, organizers,1 and specialists 
in child care and training, home manage-
ment, clothing, and 4-H club work. Sal-
aries for these positions ra.nge from 
$1800 to $2800, depending upon training 
n ncl experience. 
The manufacturing world is demanding 
trained women in their experimental lab-
oratories. This spring, three companies 
have inquired for women to do expm·i-
mental work with flour and meat. Every 
year there are requests for mature wom-
en with experience to conduct cooking 
schools under the auspices of newspape1·s. 
Salaries for commercial foods work are 
from $35 per week for inexperienced to 
$3000 per year for experienced women. 
The Red C1·oss Nutrition Service re-
quires teaching experience. The worker 
is usually assigned to one locality from 
three to six months and receives $5 per 
day or $30 per week plus board, room 
and transportation. 
A new phase of commercial work is in 
household equipment. Manufacturing 
companies want women to develop sales 
promotion programs, write booklets, and 
act as di1·ectors of their home service de-
partments. During the year there are 
many openings with public utilitiee com-
p"nies. As " rule, these positions occur 
l"tcr in the summc1· or in January. Sal-
"ries rm1ge from $35 a week to $2400 a 
yenr. The general sales manager of n 
stove manufacturing company, describing 
the type of women who were needed for 
their firm says : 
"Our Home Economics Department has 
" two-fold purpose. In the first place, 
it is supposed to investigate the opera-
tion of our 1·ange and write rules and 
directions for its use. In the second 
pl:tre it is supposed to serve our dealers 
with a se1·vice to assist them in selling 
more ranges. This service is in the na-
ture of cooking schools, demonstrations, 
etc. 
"It is necessary for a woman to have 
more than simply a college degree or a 
r;ood personality to be entirely satis-
fnctory in this work. She must be a 
good executive and a good correspondent. 
She must be able to conduct a cooking 
school sucessfully. She should be an en-
thusiastic worker. She should have an 
investigating mind, and also be able to 
set down the results of her investigation 
in simple language. She should be a 
worker and not a talker. She should be 
able to take orders as well as give them, 
and adapt herself to the peculiarities and 
requirements of our organization." 
Institutional management is practically 
a new field for women and offers a var-
iety of occupations and opportunities 
fJL' women with specialized training. 
There are many openings for assistants 
:md directOl's of Y. W. and Y. M. cafe-
terias, Chamber of Commerce lunch rooms, 
"nd school lunch rooms. Graduates of 
1owa State College have secured positions 
in the experimental kitchens and as sup-
cr,·isors of the food service in large 
commercial restaurants, and in employees 
tnfeterias of banks and manufacturing 
organizations. In some colleges there is 
the possibility of combining a professor-
ship in institutional management with 
administrative responsibilities in dining 
I. ails, dormitories or cafeterias. In in-
dependent business, the woman with in-
(Continued on page 14) 
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Art tn Flower Arrangements 
"I like not lncly-slippet·s, 
Nor the sweet-pea blossoms, 
Nor yet the flaky roses, 
Red, or white as snow; 
I like the chaliced lilies, 
'rhe hcaYy Eastern lilies, 
The gorgeous tiger lilies, 
That in our garden grow." 
- 'l'homas Bailey Aldrich. 
M OS'l' all of us are fond of flowers and like to have them in our 
homes and gardens. We are all 
interested in perusing the seedmens' 
catalogues and selecting the flowers we 
like best. Flowers when carefully select-
ed, ananged and placecl add a clistinct 
charm to every occasion. 
One of the first essentials to the suc-
cessful use of flowers in decoration is the 
arranging of the material in such a way 
that the attractiveness will lose nothing 
by the somewhat artificial arrangement 
necessitated by its use in interior decora-
tion. 
Mother Nature is our greatest teacher 
in flower arrangement. We cannot hope 
to rival her, but we can borrow some 
helpful ideas. Simplicity is the keynote. 
The setting has much influence on the 
attractiveness of flowers in the home. 
Setting includes the receptacle, the back-
ground, color and form contrast. Each 
flower has individuality and it should be 
brought out in the flower arrangement. 
In order to make the most ·natural and 
consequently the most interesting designs, 
the buds as well as the fully opened 
f1owers should be used. A liberal use of 
foliage often softens and adds beauty 
to the ' arrangement. When j)OSsible al-
ways usc foliage of the same species as 
the flower. Remember also that the chief 
Ruth Dean 
attractiveness of any flower is in its 
freshness. 
We are often bewildered by the vast 
array of beautiful bowls and vases when 
choosing a receptacle for our houquet. 
We are attracted by the brighter colo1·s 
a11d unique shapes and often fail to 
distinguish between those vases tha.t were 
designed to be the center of interest in 
themselves and those that were intended 
for flower r eceptacles. Since the vase 
is only of secondary importance to the 
flowers, the 1·eal center of interest, it 
should be very simple in design and un-
obtrusive in color. Low tones of gray 
and subdued tones of green and reel arc 
generally the best colors. Light tints of 
yellow and blue are good with certain 
arrangements. Black is often used. The 
color harmonies, complementary, anala-
gous, domina11t and contrast should be 
considered. Orange-yellow Calendulas in 
an unglazed bowl of blue is a fine example 
of a complementary harmony. 
Plain low glass bowls make excellent 
receptacles for most flowers. They are 
especially good for sweet-peas, violets, 
nasturtiums and other short stemmed 
flowers which are arranged in masses. 
'l'he use of glass blocks gives a pleasing 
effect with fewer flowers and a lso helps 
to form a more natural arrangement. 
'l'he vase or bowl should be sufficient-
ly large to hold the flowers without 
crowding the stems. It should be of such 
character as to give the appearance of 
stability or it will fail to interest the 
observe1·. The vase should be deep enough 
for the water to come well up on the stems 
of the flowers to retain t heir fresh-
ness fOl' a considera ble length of time. 
The beauty of line in flower and stem 
should he emphasized Loy the lines of 
the receptacle. In general the flowers 
should be one ::mel one-half the height 
of the receptacle. 'rhe more simple the 
receptacle the better the design. Vases 
o1·namented with naturalistic flowers are 
very difficult to use. For example a 
vase decorated with iris may be very good 
when used for iris alone, but let roses 
be substituted and the effect is very 
disturbing. 
Flower texture and correct use uf 
clark and light are important considera-
tions. Practice must follow a knowledge 
of design if perfection is to be acquired. 
A few suggestions concerning the care 
of flowers may be welcomed by the 
amateur gardener. Flowers should be 
gathered in the cool hours of the day 
when the plant tissue is well filled with 
moistm·e. Flowers keep best when cut 
with a sharp knife as scissors crush 
the tissue and a dull knife tears the 
stem so that it does not absorb water 
readily. After cutting the material should 
be plunged into a deep receptacle filled 
with water and left for a few hours in 
a cool place. The petals should never 
be submerged. 
If the stems of such plants as helio-
trope, dahlias ancl mignonette are cut 
with a sharp knife and plunged into 
boiling water for a minute, then placed 
in cold water, the keeping qualities will 
be greatly improved. The hands, how-
ever, should be held around the flowers 
or they will blacken. 
Cutting the stems of flowers a second 
time under water helps to p1·eserve them. 
Clean receptacles should always be used 
and the water should be changed daily. 
Manners ~tre the happy ways of do-
ing things; each one a stroke of genius 
or of love- now repeated and hardened 
into usage. - Emerson. 
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Here Comes the Bride 
"Here comes the bride 
All dressed in white," 
plays the orchestra from a shel-
tered corner of the palatial gardm1 , 
while June's bride, blushing and 
sweet as a June rose itself, slowly 
advances along the rose-strewn 
path. Th e bridesmaids, garbed in 
filmy, pastel cr ea tions precede her 
to the arbor of nature's design. 
'fhe bride is charming in a shell 
white gown of satin, lace and 
pearls. Why wear white, you ask~ 
This is probably the survival of t'Je 
old Japanese custom that a bride 
should dress in white, which is in-
dicative of th e sorrow she exper-
iences when she is about to leave 
her parental home forever. The 
veil which the observing Mrs. Burtt 
remarked to her husband must be 
worth a fortune, formerly typified 
exclusive possession by one man. 
Hidden under her bouquet, each 
bridesmaid wears a j eweled bracelet 
presented by the bridegroom. To-
day we think of the bridegroom's 
presentation of a gift to the brides-
maids as a delightful custom. 
However this may be a survival of 
the old marriage by capture, when 
the girl friends of the bride would 
not allow her to be approached by the 
bridegroom unless he had given them 
presents, or in reality bribed them. 
But we must not, in our discussion of 
the bridal party, forget the bridegroom. 
With the best man at his side, he stands 
nt love's altar eagerly awaiting the ap-
proach of his chosen. The best man little 
r ealizes that if he had lived in ancient 
Bulgaria, he would, instead of standing 
calmly at the altar, have started upon 
the warpath to assist the bridegroom in 
seizing and capturing a woman. 
In ancient times when a young man 
urought home, together with his friends, 
the most attractive woman he could find, 
he was duly congratulated. He had won 
a prize. 
And now the service begins. The bishop 
solemnly intones; the orchestra softly 
acompanies; the birds and the breezes 
subdue their joyous songs; society stills 
her comments and criticisms. Soon the 
father of the bride, somewhat eagerly, 
somewhat reluctantly, gives his daughter 
away. This is a practice of many 
countries. 
Arabian fathers sometimes present 
their daughters with a sword, signifying 
fredom. For one blessed moment she be-
longs to no man-then she presents it to 
Dorothy Anderson 
her husband and henceforth is in his 
power. 
After the bride's faint "I do" and the 
deeper, earnest one of the bridegroom, a 
dainty band of gold is slid on the left 
third finger. This ring is a relic of the 
fetter by which the prehistoric bride was 
bound. However, F. C. Eeles in discus-
sing the contract forms in the marriage 
service, says that apart from the mysti-
cism and beautiful symbolism which en-
dears the wedding ring to the hearts of 
nearly all Christians, the chief signifi-
cance of the ring and coins given to the 
woman is really that of bestowing upon 
her a free dowry which remains her pro-
perty. 
And now the: nuptial knot is tied. The 
ancient expression, "to tie the nuptial 
knot," takes its origin from the Baby-
lonians. The priest, who conducted the 
wedding, took a thread from the garm-
ent of the bride and of the groom and 
tied them together, presenting them to 
the bride as a symbol of the binding na-
ture of the union between her and her 
husband. 
Then come cong'l\1.tulations followed 
shortly by a wedding dinner. "If you 
will be kind en-ough to pass this way, 
sir," says the butler who is the flower 
and pattern of a II butlers. Of 
course there is no small amount of 
gaity and feasting. The wedding 
cake is a climax of artistic tri-
umph. The dream cake is daintily 
cut and boxed, a souvenir of the 
" edding to be dreamed upon. 
Upstairs there are long tables, 
catalogued like a museum, on which 
are placed gifts-and more gifts. 
Since nothing so purely expresses 
taste as a wedding vresent, you will 
see the best of everything whil e for 
your owu embossed teapot, you can 
always remark ''it i,s ugly, but so 
useful.'' So on the table there are 
gold pier glasses, heirlooms from 
grand relations, oriental rugs, Ital-
ian chairs an solid, r espectable 
things from the middle generation. 
If you care to dance, there is an 
orchestra. The bridesmaids are 
already there, dancing with the 
young male guests, while from their 
position on th e walls, peering dow11 
thru focused eyeglasses, members 
of the past generations wonder 
what the youth of today is coming 
to. 
In Cardeganshire, Wales, th e 
bride is snntched by her relatives 
a t the chmch and the bridegroom's 
party pursu es on horseback. At 
lnst she is tossed back and whoever re-
ceives her will be wed within a year. This 
is similar to the American bride's throw-
ing of her bouquet. 
Whereupon the newly-married couplr 
start on a honeymoon. This is a symbol 
of the interval elapsing before the victor 
brought his bride from hiding and sought 
peace with her wrathful relatives. 
The old shoes hurled after them are 
tokens of good-will and good-luck. Many 
ancient people believed that the human 
spirits often remained for a time in their 
shoes, so the shoes of loved ones and 
happy friends were thrown. 
And so they start out, actually engaged 
in living, and they'll become just. one 
more young couple with just enough 
breath to thank heaven that that's over. 
Alice Freeman Palmer's three rules 
for happines were: 
1. Commit something good to memory-
every day. 
2. Look for something beautiful every 
day. 
3. Do something for someone every day. 
Life is not a comedy nor a tragedy but 
u wonderful opportunity. Use it. 
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Grading Market Eggs 
M RS. Jones w~s ordc ri11g her mom-ing's groceries. "One No. 2 can 
of early J nne peas, extra sifted, 
one peck of Baldwin: apples, U. S. No. 2, 
one crate of fancy grade navel oranges, 
mediums, and-oh, yes, a dozen eggs." 
I waited in vain for sizes and specifi-
cations for that one dozen eggs but none 
were forth-coming. 'l'o M1·s. Jones, evi-
dently, an egg was an egg and her only 
prayer was as she opened it that it would 
not turn into a chicken. Of how many 
thousands of homemakers thruout the 
country may the same thing be said, that 
they have learned to choose all other foods 
wisely and with discrimination, with con-
sideration for the use to which they will 
be put, but that in the buying of market 
eggs they are, thru ignorance, absolutely 
indiseriminating ~ 
An ungraded dozen of eggs such as is 
rommonly sold in the town store may 
range from large brown eggs to small 
white ones, from dirty ones to clean 
ones, from fresh ones to those me1·ging 
on old age. And yet the consumer pays 
the same price for all. Because of this 
the housewife fails to feel utter confi-
dence in the egg market, and distrust 
holds back increased consumption. 
For this reason there has grown up a 
distinct need for a system whereby the 
fa 1·m woman may market her products 
under definite classified grades and the 
tO\vn woman may buy them as such with 
conside1·ation for their use and for the 
relative prices of the different grades. 
'1' o fill this need and to make th c 
people of the state and ultimately of 
the nation not only "egg conscious" but 
"graded egg conscious," a project under 
the auspices and coope1·ation of, the Iowa 
Farm Bureau Federation Women, the 
Iowa Federation of Women's Clubs, the 
Iowa State Department of Agriculture 
:md the Foods and Nutrition and Poultry 
Marketing sections of the Agricultural 
]~xtension Service of Iowa State College, 
has been developed which, if backed b~· 
the efforts and enthusiasm of the hou8c 
wife, will force stores to comply with the 
increasing demand and will improve the 
quality of Iowa eggs by encouraging the 
buying and selling on a graded basis. It 
will tend to the elimination of waste in 
the marketing of eggs; will encourage the 
usc of more eggs in the diet; will bene-
fit urban and 1·ural women in the way 
of quality and price; will disseminate 
knowledge regarding the Iowa egg law 
:mil regulations and finally will improve 
and iucreasq the greatness of the poultry 
industi·y in Iowa. 
In doing her part in carrying out t his 
J ean Guthr ie 
program the housewife should demand 
eggs on the quality basis of at least two 
gmdes. The laws of J ow a, altho they 
do not requi1·e that they be bought and 
sold in this way, establish four grades 
of eggs, Special Grade, Grade 1, Grade 2 
nnd Grade 3. The first two grades are 
excellent for boiling, poaching, coddling 
and frying. The last two grades are 
suitable for use with other food stuffs 
ns in baking, in salad dressings, etc. 
Under the system of quality grading the 
avemge price now paid (April 1929) to 
farme1·s is 25 cents a dozen for "number 
1" and 20 cents a dozen for "number 2." 
For ungraded eggs he receives on the 
average 22 cents a dozen. Therefore 
if he can produce high class eggs he will 
be in an extremely profitable position. 
Together with the question of graded 
eggs comes that of the produce specialist 
:lnd his rising importance in the poultry 
industry. There are at present 8336 per-
sons in the business of buying eggs from 
farme1·s. Of these, 6336 1·epresent stores 
of which the la1·ge majority are unskill-
ed in egg selection, 1750 1·epresent partly 
skilled buying stations and only 250 nxe 
skilled and competent produce packers 
and shippers. 'l'o go further, thm·e is at 
present one egg buye1· fOl' every 25 
farms. This is far too ma ny buyers 
:md represents an uneconomic set-up, caus-
ing dealing in small volume, r ehandling, 
and quality loss. Fewe r buyers who 
are skilled, specialized and well equipped 
will mean better eggs for consumers and 
a narrower spread between producer and 
consumer's p1·ice. The abandonment of 
the trade policy by which farmm·s h:wc 
traded the value of their eggs in other 
commodities at the stOl'e is increasing 
and will in several ways improve condi-
tiOJIS in the industry. }~or example, as 
a suustitute for direct trading in eggs 
will come transfer thm p1·oduce speci-
alists who will buy graded eggs of the 
farmer and for a, little over a cent a 
dozen will turn them over to the store 
keeper. The latter has then saved a 
la.rge item of time and expense and has 
actually cut clown the overhead. The mer-
chant will add his usual percentage and 
sell the eggs graded, and the public will 
not only gain the satisfaction of getting 
what they wnnt but will actually save 
money by the change. 
The success of this system and its 
effect in speeding up consumption has 
been demonstrated in Canada where in 
l 922 there was consumed 15 dozen egg~ 
per rapita per year, while in 1928, 
fol lowing the a doption of the grading 
system, the consumption had sprung to 
29.6 dozen pe1· capita per year. 
It might be well to state here what 
factors determine the grade of an egg. 
'l'he'y include in intera01· qualitb' the 
weigh t. A "number 1" egg must weigh 
out to make a 24 ounce dozen. No egg 
c:m weigh less than that weight which 
would make a 22 ounce dozen. Also in-
cluded is the soundness of shell, clean-
liness, size of the egg, and the color. 
Concerning the last item it has been 
proved by practical experience of experts 
that if chickens are fed the same feed, 
a white and brown egg are equal in 
nutritive value. It is believed however, 
that brown eggs keep better in cold 
storage than do white ones. 
1n interior quality, dete1·mined by the 
use of a candling device, size of air 
cell, condition of yolk, condition of white, 
development of germ and shell texture 
are considered. If an egg falls down in 
any of these qualifications it is not con-
sidered as a "number 1", no matter of 
what age. 
The second requirement that should be 
made by a\ purchaser is that of the label-
ing eggs as fresh or otherwise. AccOl'cl-
ing to the Iowa egg law, eggs bought, sold 
or labeled as "Special Grade 1," "Fresh, 
grade 1," "2" or "3" must comply with 
standards established for such eggs. 
Failure to do this incurs a fine. Eggs 
that have been in cold storage for 30 
days must be labeled as storage eggs. 
All eggs must be candled for interior 
qunlity. 
'With the development of the project as 
outlined above and the general disem-
ination of knowledge of the laws concern-
ing poultry products, the homemaker 
may hope to find a market handling more 
and better eggs thruout Iowa and the 
nation. 
"Do not hang all your mottoes on the 
wall. H ang some of them in your heart 
and in your life." 
Co-ed Weaves Dress 
Imagine, if you can, wearing a dress 
woven by yourself. It is not a sensa-
tion which would tlnill anyone in this 
twentieth century~ 
Iowa State College coeds often con-
struct their own clothes but seldom do 
l ~thel ,J anr Heinkel 
they wcaYe the material out of which they 
:ll'e made. Ethel Jane Heinkel, Fort 
Dodge, senior applied art student in the 
Home Economics Department has the 
honor of being the :first student on the 
campus to achieve this feat. 
She wove the mnterial on a four ham-
ess loom in an applied art cla.ss on spceial 
p:·oblems under the supervision of Miss 
Mnbcl Fisher, an instructor in the Appli-
ed Art Department. Twelve hours were 
required to thread the loom preparatory 
to the weaving which consumed thirty-
seYen hours. 'l'he cost of the entire dress 
did not exceed fom dollars. 
'l'his green-blue woolen street dress is 
most attractive and the woolen buttons 
which fasten the jacket lend a distinctive 
charm to the costume. Ethel Jane 
designed and dyed the buttons. 
It required four and one-half yards of 
material which was 44 inches wide to 
make the d:·ess. The skirt was woven 
separately from the rest of the material. 
'l'he warp is of white cotton and a :fine 
green-blue wool makes up the woof. 'l'he 
background of the material is a combina-
tion of pattern weaves and gives a sub-
clued stripe effect. These stripes a1·e 
one-eighth of an inch apart. 'l'h.e pat-
tom was woven in accorcl:mce to the ty-
ing of the trecllcs :md the thl'eacling of 
the loom. 
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Art and Artists 
'J'he dress is trimmed with bands of 
woYen material. It carries out the old 
Monk's Belt design and has a touch 
of red-violet with the green-blue. The 
latter is the pt·eclomiuating color. 
Ethel Jan)J woYi/; the material for 
this chic two-piece costume last quarte1· 
and made the dress in her spare moments 
outside of the class room. 
Beatrice Eiler, Ames, who is also an 
applied art senior in the Home Economics 
Division, is weaving material for a sport 
coat this quarter. The background of 
the material wm be tau. It will be a 
rcvh-al of the Whig Rose pattern. 'l'he 
coat will require six yards of mn,terial 
which is 26 inches wide. 
Art In Iowa 
"You should not take modern art too 
seriously," advised Mr. Edwa1·d Rowan, 
director of the Little Gallery in Cedar 
Rapids, in his lecture on "Advancing 
Art in Iowa," which he gave in Physics 
Auditorium, Apri l 4. "If it is not good, 
it will not last. It is nothing to wony 
:Lbout." 
"'J'here is much modern art that I like," 
stated M:·. Rowan. "Some, I consider the 
result of an experiment, and shouldn't 
be sent around to people who don't un-
clerstrmcl." 
Mr. Rownn, graduate of Miami and 
Harva:·cl Universities, was sent to Cecla r 
l~apicls, by the American Federation of 
Art of the Camigee Foundation, to see 
what a n art center in a micldlle sized 
city would do . 'l'he south and mid-west 
we:·e both considered as possible :fields for 
this experiment, but they decided that 
the mid-west was ready for this and t he 
south was not. 
In Cedar Rapids Mr. Rowan rented a 
large store room. 'l'hen by skillful plan-
ning he made it into the Little Art Gal-
lery. Here he b·ies to bring the best in 
paintings, sculpture and etchings. These 
exhibits are changed every three weeks. 
The things from the exhibits may be 
purchased, for' as M:r, Rowan says, "with 
possession comes added interest." 
In addition to his work in the Gallery, 
Mr. Rowan acts as art advisor to the 
community. The people of Cedar Rapids 
":·e interested in this project, and 
Jnn·e placed some of the pictures in the 
public buildings. 
']_'wolve organizations in Cedar Rapids 
h;Lve each adopted a rural school. They 
pay :fifteen dollars for this privilege, 
nnd this money is used to huy pictures, 
etc., for the school. Later Mr. Rowan 
plans to visit these schools personally 
:1 ncl give talks on art. 
Mr. Rowan hopes to start a sculpture 
nncl painting library soon. 'l'his will 
make it possible for people to charge out 




An exhibition of Japanese prints from 
the collection of Mr. Sho Neomoto of 
Tokio, Japan, sent out by the American 
Federation of Arts, is on display in the 
lobby and faculty reading Toom of the 
Iowa State College library. 
These prints have been sent out by 
the American Federation of Arts with 
the purpose of better acquainting Ameri-
can art lovers with the work of the justly 
celebrated print makers of Japan. 
Mr. Sho Neomoto has devoted many 
years of his life to the collection of these 
old prints and did not distribute them un-
til the earthquake of 1924 destroyed so 
many of the old shops. Then he deter-
mined to send out his own prints and to 
cany the knowledge of Japanese art to 
other races. Nr. Neomoto is a graduate 
of the University of Vermont in the 
class of 1889 and so he sent the :first 
group to an old classmate who sent them 
to t he Arts Club in Washington, D. C. 
He wished t hem to go out to many homes 
in this countl·y so he priced them so low 
t hat befo1·e the last day of the exhibit all 
but six were sold. 
About three fourths of the prints are 
by Hiroshige, of the school of Ukiyo-ye 
or ''life of everyday,'' whose work was 
published in 1834. More are by Kokusia, 
who, with Hiroshige were known as the 
foremost ln ndscape painters of Japan 
and who are responsible for the popu-
l:uity of the Japanese prints. 
'l'he designer of a Japanese print is 
usually a painter, who makes the drawing 
on thin paper. It bears his name and he 
alone is known as its maker. 'l'he engrav-
er, another person, is usually a poor 
mechanic who puts the paper on a block 
of soft wood and cuts the design. 'l'hen 
the printer, a third person, puts on the 
colo1·s in powder form and prints the 
block. 
'l'hese prints are treated in a conven-
tional manner, there being no shadows 
and little attention is given to perspec-
tive, except in sky and water scenes, 
and most of the colors permeate the 
paper. 
Japanese prints are usually fourteen 
inches by ten inches either vertically or 
horizontally arranged. Sometimes one 
composition covers two sheets placed side 
by side and sometimes three or four. 
To detect a facsimile of a Japanese 
print is beyond the skill of any but an 
expert, but one can learn to 1·ead the 
signatures and know the meaning of the 
seals on many of the prints. 
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Club Work Is Glorifying the Iowa Farm Girl 
Mrs. Edith Barker 
Second State Wide 4-H Girls' 
Orchestra 
s istant State Leader of club . work on splendid work with t hem. 1'he selec-
Plans are under way to make the sec-
J uly fh·st. Mr. Anderson says she has 
made a real p lace for herself in South 
ond state wide 4-H Girls' Orchestra even Dakota by her originality and enthusiasm. 
finer than the first one --~-
which appeared j ust a 
year ago!) !luring the l•'irst 
State Convention. M nsi~ 
has been selected, enroll-
ments m·e coming in from 
all over the state and best 
of all, Mr. 0. H. Hawley 
of the Music Department 
has consented to conduct 
thP orchestra again t his 
year. In fact, Mr. Hawley 
is enthusiastic about do-
ing this for the 4-H girls 
of t he state, · because t he 
gir Is in the orchestra last 
year showed their appre-
ciation by giving him 
their best attention and 
efforts. 
tions this year will be unusually interest-
ing. 
Is Yours a 100% 
County? 
1t is quite t he thing to 
check up on oneself these 
days, physically, mental-
ly, etc. All the world 
seems to be working with 
a score card in it's hand. 
What more logical than a 
check on every Iowa 
County to find out how 
far from a 100% mark it 
is. The following coun-
ties are vieing for their 
places in the sun-War-
ren, Hancock, Cerro Gor-
do, Boone and Black 
Hawk. They believe they 
are 100%. 
May Breakfast 
'rhe May breakfast is a 
tradition with t he 4-H 
4-H Cir1s' Etatc Of' cc:·s Spe · ial Gt:ests of Veishea Geneml Committee. 
Left to ri;: ht: ~l:!ry J ohnsJn, Sac County, vice-president; Pauline Hufford, 
Po.k Co nty, p . LsiJe t; Kathe1·ire Gross, Poweshiek County, sec1·etary; 
A 100% Iowa 4-H girl's 
club county must be able 
to check the following: 
1. An organized 4-H 
girl's club in · eve1·y 
Campus Organization and 
each year is looked forward to with inter-
est by the 4-H girls attending Iowa State 
Coll ege. J ust as this magazine goes to 
press, p lans a rc being made for t he 
1929 breakfast to be held on the mom-
ing of May 12, at t he Memor ial Union. 
Miss Esther Cation, p1·esiden t of the 4-H 
Campus group has appointed t he follow-
ing committees, a member of the State 
Staff acting as an adviser for each : 
Program-Miss Esther Seitmann, Mar-
shall County; Miss Josephine Al'n-
quist, Advisor. 
R~ception-Miss Dorothy Roberts, Miss 
Lulu Tregoning-Advisor. 
Decomtions-Miss Faye Blakey, Wayne 
County; Miss F lorence Forbes, A dvis-
or. 
Publicity-Miss Julia Bourne, Kossuth 
County; Mrs Edith Barker-Advisor. 
Former 4-H Girl Climbs One More 
Round on Life's Ladder 
News of Miss Beulah Rodgers was 
brought to the Club Office by Mr. A. E. 
Anderson, Director of Extension, in South 
Dakota. Iowa friends will be glad to 
know that Miss Rodgers will become as-
G mce McCormac, Louisa County, historian. 
State Officers at Veishea 
Iowa 4-H girls will be 1·epresented at 
Veishea this year as t heir state officers 
are invited to attend the week's festivit-
ies as special guests of the Veishea Com-
mittee, an invitation having been extend-
ed to them by Mr. Franklin C. Fergu-
son of t he General Committee. This is 
t he week Iowa State College is "on par-
ade." The officers, Pauline Hufford, 
Mary Johnson, Katheri!le Gross, a:Ud 
Grace McCormac will tell the girls of 
the State all about t heii· good times in 
reports given during t he 4-H girls' 
State Convent ion. 
Miss Rosalind Cook Will Direct 
Chorus 
4-H club girls will be glad to know 
that Miss Rosalind Cook of the Music 
Department will dii·ect the Second State 
Wide Chor us, which will sing during the· 
State Convention. Girls all over the 
state are " getting in tune" to make this 
chorus even better than the one last 
year. The g-irls who were fortunate 
enough to be in t he chorus last year, are 
loud in t he ir praises of Miss Cook's 
township. 
2. An adult leader for each club (this 
means 21 years of age or over.) 
3. A printed program in the hands of 
each girl. 
4. A Functioning County Club Commit-
tee (each member having a definite 
job.) 
'rhis following information must be 
supplied to the State Office before a 
county can qualify for 100 percentism: 
1. The 1929 county project. 
2. Names and addresses of county club 
committee. 
3. Definitely planned jobs for each 
member of the committee. 
4. Names and addresses of all local 
club leaders. 
5. Names of al clubs and location on a 
county map. 
G. 'rhe 1929 program of each club. 
How about it State, how many 100 % 
Iowa 4-H Girls' Club Counties have you? 
4-H Girls' Convention 
Although a month away, the program 
committee for the State 4-H Club Girls' 
Convention feel that the big show is al-
most upon them. Such a riot of plans, 
one tumbling over the other, not a dearth 
of ideas but of time for the fourth magic 
. "H" of the 4-Leaf Clover must not be 
sacrificed. Health must come in for it's 
share of attention while not overlooking 
Head, Hand and Heart. 
The county is being scoured for the 
best talent available knowing that all 
delegates, girls and leaders are expect· 
ing the best. 
The "old timm·s" at the Convention will 
be happy to know that the following 
favorites are again to be with them: Mrs. 
Gladys Coon Sommers of the National 
Dairy Council; Miss Fannie Buchanan of 
the Victor Talking Machine Company; 
Mr. James Hartley of the Hohner Com· 
pany; Mrs. Beatrice Thurston of the 
Thurston Pageant Company, Minneapolis 
and but what's the use of starting to 
name the out-of-town guests when our 
own Dean Fisher, the Misses Sims, Nel· 
son, Tilden, Hanson and now I'm going 
to stop for there are so many. Last year 
seventy three people were definitely 
scheduled on the girls' program, each one 
a specialist in her line. 
Miss Lulu Tregoning will again have 
charge of the movies. Miss Forbes, the 
arrangements for the pagent, and M1·s. 
Edith Barker, the music. 
'I'he General Committee are: Miss M:u·· 
garet House, Miss Ruth Miller, Miss 
Marcia Turner and Miss Gertrude Shell 
and Miss Josephine Arnquist, chairman. 
F igures Tell Interest ing Story 
The reports from the one hundred 
counties (yes, there a1·e one hundred 
·1~arm Bureau county organizations) tell 
some very interesting facts concerning 
the accomplishments of 4-H girls. 
839-Clubs held 8,102 club meetings. 
498-Leader's training schools helped 
tmin. 
1,000-Local Leaders, who guided the 
destinies of these local clubs. 
765-'l.'eams gave 1,310 public demon· 
strations reaching 111,229 people. 
5,707-Girls reported wearing approved 
shoes. 
1,967-Adults were influenced to wear 
approved shoes. 
2,101-Girls keep personal expense ac· 
counts. 
86-County wide health contests con-
dueted. 
408-Clubs competed in county wide 
music memory contests. 
Report of Home Furnishing Girls : 
359-Club Groups. 
8,341-Articles (for rooms) valued at 
$13,042.93. 
$8,941.37-Money saved. 
2,882-Improved practic~s in selection 
and arangement. 
l ,578-Improved practices in npairing 
and remodeling. 
1,196-Improved practices in wall, wood 
word and floor treatments. 
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Rooms Improved : 
2,295-Bedrooms. 




Clothing Club Girls in 206 clubs report: 
4,439-Garments made at a cost of 
$6,004.84. Value $11,111.18. 
$5,230. 70-Total Saving. 
1,326-Gil·ls adopted approved practices 
in selection and construction. 
803-Girls adopted approved practices 
in renovating and remodeling. 
664-Girls adopted approved practices 
in costume design. 
Brea d Club Girls in 182 club groups 
ma de: 
47,789-Loaves of bread. 
6,771-Quick breads. 
488-Girls influenced to drink milk. 
951-Girls improved food habits. 
Canning Club Girls in: 
152 Club groups report-
61,340-Quarts fruits and vegetables 
canned. 
4,100-Quarts meat and fish canned. 
3,402-Quarts jellies and preserves can-
ned . 
5,925-Quarts pickles canned.· 
1,785~Quarts fruit juices canned. 
2G6-pounds fl'llits and vegetables 
dried. 
148-Pounds meat cured. 
$20,495.00-Value of products. 
$1 1,954.00-Saved. 
Foreign Visitors 
Johnson and Linn Counties felt especi-
ally honored the week of April 22, to 
have visitors from abroad-all the way 
from the Philippine Islands! Miss Maria 
Orosa, head of the Food Preservation Ex-
tension Work for the Island and Miss 
Isabel de Santos, the manager and owner 
of the one canning factory in the Philip-
pines are touring America and Europe 
in the interests of their work. They 
contributed much to the programs of the 
two counties visited. 
Miss Orosa feels that an organization 
such as 4-H would materially help in get-
ting across the message of food preserva-
tion to her people. 
Miss Orosa is a graduate of the State 
College of Washington and for two years 
she was assistant state chemist for that 
state. 
Miss de Santos is a pupil of Miss 
Orosa's. 
They are including in their full itin-
erariies the 4-H Girls' Ccjnvention in 
June. 
"'!.'here is a ghost in winter wind: 
But nobody can hear it cry, 
Save him who bruises wantonly 
A thrush, a rose, a willow tree. 
Or breaks a butterfly." 
-Lew Sarett. 
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I I I PICNIC I 
I GROCERIES I 
I I I Let us fix you out for that I 
I picnic lunch or for the I I I 
1 ' 'spread'' in your room. 1 
I I I Orders delivered to your I I hall or house. I 
I I 
I COLLEGE I I I 
I GROCERY I 
I I 
I 2530 Lincoln Way I 
I I I Phone 538 I 
I I 
~------------------------~ 
~-----------------------~ i I 
I I 
I I I. SPEED AGE I I SILK PRINTS I 
I I 
I 'rhe greatest triumph in silk I 
I I 
1 design. 1 
I I I 'rire Tread, Get Out and I 
1 Get Under, Evolution of a 1 
I I I Lady, etc. I 
I 40-inch all pure silk I 
I I I $2.50 I 
I I 
I I 
I AT I 
I I 
1 Stephenson~s 1 
I I I OPPOSITE CAMPUS I 
I I I Where the finest fabrics I 
I come from. I 
I I 
I I ~------------------------~ 
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I..:.:================ Conducted by MARCIA E. TURNER================~! 
A Suggestion to Home Economics Teachers 
Note: Mrs. MrLe:m is rL former mem-
her of the Foods and Nutrition staff nt 
Town State College nnd the author of 
"Men] PlHI!ming and 'T ahle Service." 
Viewing the teaching of home econ-
omies f1·om the stand point of both teach-
E'r and homemaker, she "hits the nail 
on the he:1d" very pertinently in a num-
heJ· of ways. 'l'he teachers of home 
making will find mu('h ·in the article to 
think ahout. 
It is :1lways easy to tell someone else 
how to 1·un he1· business. And so I, a 
homemaker, come to tell you home econ-
omics tear hers what you should teach! 
'!'here n re three. points I wish to make: 
First, the family income is seldom 
sdficient to cover the family's desires. 
There is the etcmal struggle between 
income and outgo. Thus the well-being of 
the family depends on how wisely the 
woman of the family meets this finan cial 
struggle. 
Second, the day is seldom long enough 
to do the things we must do and want 
to do. The health of the woman of the 
family depends on how she evaluates he1· 
tasks and proportions her time. 
Third, the routine of housework and 
family duties is seldom sufficient to satis-
fy a no1·mal, mentally alert woman. 'l'he 
happiness and efficiency of the home-
maker demands that she keep in contact 
with the stientific help being given home-
makers by our colleges, magazines, nnd 
other ng<'ncies, and that she keep in-
formed about conditions in her commun-
ity and current events of the nation. 
When a young man is courting a girl, 
he dr·esses well and spends well . He 
often lives at home and spends all his 
wages. 'l'hc young girl is usually earn-
ing money, too. This she spends on 
clothes and-beautifiers. When this couple 
becomes engaged, the spe~ding increases. 
'l'he young man, by much saving, buys 
an engagement Ting and saves enough 
for a week's honeymoon. 'l'hey arc mar-
Beth Bailey McLean 
1 tea. The young wife learns what her 
husband is earning-$135 or $150 a 
month and has no savings! I suppose 
r1·ery gi rl has dreams of manying a 
millionaire and this awakening to their 
real financial status is usually a shock. 
'!'he couple 1·ent n. house or take a 
furnished apartment . They have clothes 
to la st a year and they imagine the other 
expenses will he just food and incident-
:lls. 'l'hcn the struggle begins. 
Tn our home economic classes we create 
a desi rc fm· the beautiful but we often 
foqret the cost. Teachers wish to make 
their courses attractive and popular. I 
wns no exception to this rule. If I were 
teaching my meal planning and table 
servi'e classes at Iowa State College now, 
I would emphasize the same points of 
beauty, individuality and efficiency in 
table service, but I would stress the need 
for understanding the cost of serving 
meals. 
The young bride thinks in terms of 
oriental rugs, mohair davenports, mahog-
any fumiture, and stel'ling silver. In 
furnishing her new home, she eith er goes 
into debt Ol' becomes dissatisfied with the 
things she can afford and loses interest 
in her home. 
The first essential in starting a new 
home is deciding on a plan of spending. 
I do not like the word "budget," but I 
mean just that. In a family such as 
mine, two adults and two children, one 
must consider items like these: First, 
savings, then the insurance. After that 
comes groceries, meat, milk, electricity 
for light and stove, fuel, water, phone, 
repair and upkeep on clothes, and re-
placing household equipment. Here I 
plan on a certain amount each mouth 
for payments on electric equipment such 
as- vacuum cleaner, stove refrigerator, 
etc. In this way there is a definite in-
crease in my supply of efficient tools. 
Other expenses are lodge dues, books, 
gifts, doctor, dentist, laundt·y and dry 
cleaning. ~'hose m<lnthly expenses 
amount up, exclusive of the automobile, 
clothes, furniture, accidents, savings, rec-
reation and amusements. It is the dozen 
and one hills we don't plan on that cat 
up the income, and intensify the problem. 
I want you to teach the love of beauti-
ful things for the home, but I urge the 
need for economy and the understandin" 
of the Teal cost of Tunning a home and 
Taising a family. In many communities 
the averag-e income is $135 to $150 n 
month; $300 is a high salary for a man 
who doesn't have his own business. We 
must base our home economics on the 
money these girls will have to spend. 
The second point was economy of time. 
When first m:.ll'ried, a girl with home 
economics training plus home experience 
should find plenty of time in the day. It 
is when the babies come and community 
demands begin that the p1·oblem of find-
ing time begins. In my own case, I 
managed fail'ly well until the day I be-
gml preparing artificial feedings for my 
babies. That plus housework, meals, 
diapers, hath and the hundred other de-
mands of baby, husband and home seem-
ed the limit. I wanted to quit but could-
n't. I sat down with pencil and paper 
and began . I listed the tasks that must 
be done each day and at what hour, the 
tasks that must be done certain days, 
the tasks that must be done when I had 
time. My first schedule didn't work at all. 
I macle another and lived by it two weeks. 
I changed my schedule from time to time 
but I found this planning of time gave 
me relief from that awful p1·essm·e from 
undone wo1·k. I saved steps because 
1·outes were planned. I saved waste min-
utes. I had the assurance I would get 
through! And I did get through and 
had time to 1·est. No woman can be a 
good mother who does not have time to 
"be herself" at least one hour a day. 
Now that my son is older, I do not 
follow my schedule so exnctly, yet I have 
plan of work and when I'm to have com-
pany or extm work, I sit down with pen-
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cil and paper and organize my minutes. 
We must teach time savers, step sftvers 
and strength savers. Ann lyze the recipes 
you teach to see if they ftre economical, 
but also see if they are wasteful in the 
use of time. Teach cake 1·ecipes that 
require few dishes and few minutes for 
mixing. Don't let girls get used to wast· 
ing time in cooking and serving classes. 
Put a premium on efficient use of time. 
Don't err as I did when I first began 
to teach cooking. I used to make the 
girls who got through with their work 
fil·st clean the pantry shelves and icc 
box! 
For the third point there is the often 
heard expression about a housewife get· 
ting into a rut mentally. Inspire yom· 
girls with the idea that homemaking is 
a splendid job worthy of continual study. 
'l'each them of the agencies at work to 
to help them with their job. Teach 
them to think and reason out homemak· 
ing problems and not just do housework 
ns their mothe1·s did because their mothers 
did it that way. Encourage them to 
keep open-minded to innovations and to 
weigh their real value. 
Many housewives become smug in the 
assur:mee of a living and the love of 
their children and husband. 'l'here is 
not the stimulation of competition that 
the woman working outside of the home 
feels. A business woman must make 
good or lose her job. She is urged 011 
to do her best. A homemaker needs some 
of this sftme urge. 
Many housewives, lacking in the 
scientific viewpoint of homemaking, feel 
the drudgery of home work. They see 
the mere mechanics of housekeeping and 
feel the chains of slavery. One friend 
of mine who has three fine children told 
me she hated housework. She said she 
longed to go back to her old work as 
stenogrn,pher. 'l'his woman said, "I feel 
I am wasting my time and talents by 
doing just housework!" She considers 
the writing of a good typed letter of 
more value than the rnising of three 
good citizens! 
Girls must learn to feel their J'espon· 
sihility for conditions in the community, 
A well or·dered home will not insure a 
healthy family development if this home 
is in a chaotic community, Young home-
maker·s should do their share in woman's 
clubs, civic clubs, and other public ser-
vice organizations. A mother may love 
her family, she may feed them, clothe 
them and house them correctly, but if 
that mother is to he a compftniou to her 
husband and a guide and friend to her 
children, she must be informed as to 
the changing world, 'l'each your girls 
to read good magazines and books on 
child training, nutrition and all home 
problems, of course, but urge girls to 
1·eftd current papers, magazines, and books 
to keep in touch with moder·n thought, 
A modern family needs a modern wom-
an for the homemaker. 
In conclusion, this homemaker suggests 
to you home economics teache1·s that you 
t.ell the girls the real cost of living and 
then teach them to spend wisely and welL 
Teach them organization of all house-
work, to save time and effort. Urge them 
to continue their mental growth after 
they are in their own homes. Make your 
gir·ls see that the finest profession open 
to women is homemaking. 
-}',·om the Vocational Oregonian, 
Correction 
In the last issue the ftrticle "A Pro-
fessional Goal" should have been credited 
to 'l'he Nebraska News Letter. "From 
the Supervisors Notebook'' was taken 
from "InkJings," the Iowa News Letter, 
New Method of Electric Cooking 
To be able to prepare a hot meal in 
10 to 15 minutes by merely turning on an 
electric switch ! This dream of the tired 
housewife may become an actuality, ex-
perimeuts now being conducted at Iowa 
State College i11dicate. 
Miss Lenore Sater, research worker 
in household equipment at Iowa State, 
during the present school yenr has con-
ducted experiments on the cooking of 
food by passing an electric current di-
rectly thru the foodstuff rather than by 
heating it in the usual manner. She has 
found this method economical both in 
time and current used. 
In an experiment comparing the new 
method with standard e010king equip-
ment now in use, Miss Sater found that 
by the di1·ect current method she could 
rook five potatoes in about 14 minutes, 
Only half as much current wns used in the 
direct current method. With the direct 
eurrent, Miss Sater has found that the 
foods cook simultaneously all the way 
thru while with the ordinary method the 
heat penetrates into the food grndually 
from the outside. Potatoes cooked by 
di1·ect current when examined under a 
mic1·oscope show that the starch grains 
have been actually exploded by the in -
tense heat. 
Due to the value which her apparatus 
would have· commercially and due to t he 
possibility of her idea working a com-
plete 1·evolution in cooking methods, Iowa 
State College has guarded against pre-
mature exploitation of the idea by ap-
plication to the United States patent 
office for it patent right. 
Should the idea continue to work out 
as successfully as early experiments indi-
cate, the new method will be especially 
valuable for cooking in large quantities. 
Wisdom consists in knowing what to do. 
Skill consists in knowing how to do it. 
Virtue consists in doing. 
-David Starr Jordon. 
(]Ualitie::; which make crepe 
so high in favor for modish 
frocks . Yon can wear them 
morning, afternoon and even-
ing. '!'hey are soft in lustre 
and texture and heavy enough 
to hold pleats. Washable, in 
a host of new shades for 
spring and summer. 
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Mrs. Scott Takes a Vacation 
Isabel Leith 
"Mother, did you read about the camp 
they rll'e having in Hinggold county~" 
nsked Mnri:m, glan~i;ng up ft·om the 
paper. "It says it's just for mothers. 
You better r ea d it and sec if you would 
like it." 
"Yes," said Mrs. Scott, "I heard M1·s. 
Cn noll say she was go ing, but I couldn't 
go berause I must take care of the chick-
ens and the garden. Besides there's the 
rooking and cleaning nnd washing to do, 
nnd, if I len.ve something might happen 
t o some of you, nnd too, it would cost so 
much." 
"But Mother, ···ca d the article and see 
what it says," Marian insisted. 
M •·s. Scott read the article: 
""]<~,·om Tuesday until Fridn.y of this 
week, a recreation ~:ctmp will be held 
for fnrm women of thr com1ty. It will 
hr at Runny Point, and every moth er is 
uqred to attend. 
"'!'he 1·outine program will he one-third 
of the day for education, one-third for 
J'CCrention nnd onc-thit·d fot· rest. During 
the educational period, trained leaders 
will give instruction in crafts, millinery, 
dressmaking, permm1ent pattcms, beau-
tifying the home, cooking and diet dem-
onstration, height of working devices 
:mel a demonstration of brooder houses. 
"'l'he recrention period will be given 
OYCr to swimming, picnics, campfi res with 
songs, recitals of poetry w•·itten by the 
women and one evening for stunts origin-
ated by the campers.'' 
Mrs. Scott stopped r eading and said, 
"Now, Marian, this would be a lot nicer 
vacation than going to visit Aunt Jose· 
phine's, when they have so much work, 
we always feel we must help, and we 
•·eally have no 1·est at aJI. It says-
'' 'l'his movement of camps for farm wo-
men was first started eight years ago, when 
a Montana farm woman asked the home 
demonstration agent whether it would 
be possible. 'l'oday, three-fourths of the 
states have camps for farm women, super-
vised by the extension departments of 
state agricultural colleges with the ex-
tension departments of state agricultural 
colleges with the assistance of the home 
demonstration leader s of the different 
states and the coopera tion of the United 
States Department of Agriculture. In 
1926, 141 counti es held camps of this 
kind. 
"One of the most important discoveries 
of this generation is the value a'nd im-
portance of pl;:ty in life. The purpose of 
these camps is to give the farm women a 
chance to play, so.mething new and in-
teresting to think and dream about while 
wHshing dishes and making the beds, to 
g i\'C her rest and di\'ersion, recreation and 
lcaming, and to give her an opportunity 
to see new faces. It aims to broadm1 
her vision of life, give her new energy, 
so she will be Teady to help in the com-
munity wol'k, and in general, to make 
a higher standard of living. 
"The cost will be 50 cents to $1 per 
pct·son, per day. This shonld not keep 
any mother from attending. One moth-
er decided, since her husband used $1 
per month for tobacco she could use $3 or 
$4 for a vacation. The cost is reduced also, 
when staples such as bread, potatoes, 
< akes and eggs are brought from home.'' 
''My, just think,'' bm·st out Mrs. Scott, 
"T could take a quart or two of the 
strawberry preserves I made last week, 
bes ides some butter.'' 
She continued, l'eading to hel'self. 
"'l'he men.ls arc usually planned by the 
home demonstl'ation agent and prepared 
hy a hired cook, or by the women, who 
t:~ke tmns preparing t hem. The menls 
"rc often served cafeteria style. In t his 
way the women hnve the food without 
always having to prepare it. There is 
no grumbling if the food is pool', but 
in stead it. is usually an occasion for con-
s iderable humor. Besides, there is t he 
rccrcntional va lue of wr.tching others 
work. 
"Hules of the camp a rc not very string-
ent. The fir st, which is strictly enfol'Ced, 
is that 110 babies, chi ldren or young girls 
are allowed, but only mothers whether they 
are 20. or 80, from the youngest matron 
to the oldest grandmother. They shall 
bring their own bedding, make their 
own beds and help keep the grounds clean. 
All a1·c reQuested to use first names in-
stead of saying Mrs. J1ames or Mrs. 
Smith.'' 
Mrs. Scott put down the paper and 
thought how ni ce it would be to go. She 
had had no real vacation alone, away 
from the children, fot' 17 years, since she 
was manied . Just then the telephone 
rnng. It was Mrs. CanoL She said 
she was driving to the camp the next 
mOTning and would take hel' along, if 
she could go. Mrs. Scott thought for a. 
minute. If Mrs. Carrol could leave why 
couldn't she~ If she should die sudden-
ly they would have to get along without 
her, so why not for three days~ She 
told Mrs. Carrol she would go. 
Mrs. Scott went to the camp for the 
three days. She felt like a girl again. 
They were all having such a happy time. 
When they were away from the . me~ and 
the children, they threw off their poise 
:md enjoyed themselves. She came home 
ref1·eshed, with an inspiration for doing 
m:~ny ne\v things she had learned. Her 
(Co ntinued on page 14) 
New Ideas 
Margaret Marnette 
(Ed. Note: If you have any perplex-
ing problems (and who doesn't, occa-
sionally~) please feel free to consult 
this department. Members of the faculty 
will aid in giving information.) 
Did you know that the biggest berries 
are not always the best~ That is why 
we should not overlook the stmwbenics 
which are medium or even small sir.c. 
A small berry will be swe<Jter anrl is 
often better suited for our purpose than 
the large, flavorless b~rry. Did you 
ever try smelling berries when purchas-
ing them ~ A fresh berry will sntell (If 
dew on it. The two or three-day old 
beny will smell over-ripe and taste more 
tm't. 
Have you ever tried peeling the spines 
f•·om pineapples to test for ripeness ~ 
They should be brown and come off 
cnsily. 
Wouldn't you like a new salad dress-
ing for li'riday saladsf This Italian fish 
dressing may be your goal: Make an 
emulsion of one-third cupful of olive 
oil and two tablespoons of vinegar. Add 
one ha1·dcooked chopped egg, one-half 
teaspoon of salt, one-fourth teaspoon of 
pepper, one-half teaspoon finely minced 
onion and three minced sardines. This 
is excellent on lettuce, tomato or cauli-
flower salad. 
Did you know honey and sour cream 
were delightful when beaten together for 
n salad dressing f Use one-fourth cup of 
honey to three-fourths cup of thick 
sour cr eam, one-fourth teaspoon of salt 
"nd one-half tablespoonful of lemon 
.]mce. This is a fruit salad dressing. 
W'he'll buying colored material, do you 
look for the guarmntee of fastness' A 
color should be carefully washed and 
dried, but if yom material fades you are 
justified in returning it to the dealer. The 
manufacturers are still working to perfect 
their dying methods. 
Did you know that tmkish towels are 
always made from cotton, and their most 
common defects are tendency for the pile 
to pull out, and failure of the background 
threads to withstand the strain~ This 
is why you should examine the selvage 
for a firm edge which will withstand 
laundering, count th~ filling threads be-
tween each set of loops, and try to un-
twist a lop of the pile thread. If you 
ca nnot untwist it, you will be buying a. 
single ply towel which will give poor 
service. 
The pilot burner on your gass stove 
may be used to save gas. It is wise to 
keep a teakettle of water over it for 
t: mergencies. Never turn a gas burner so 
high that the tips of the flame more than 
to touch the bottom of the cooking uten-
sil. 
Have you ever added a tablespoon of 
(Continued on page 16) 
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THE HOME E CONOMICS COURSE 
The Home Economics Division of Iowa State Col-
lege is known in many parts of the world, yet the 
knowledge of what this division does seem to be mu~h 
more limited. F'or instance, there are many people m 
Iowa who still think that girls go to Iowa State 
Colle"'e to learn ''cooking'' and ''sewing.'' There are 
those "'living within a fifty mile radius of Ames who 
think the same thing. And there is a large group 
who believe that knowledge in home economics is 
used chiefly in the teaching of home economics. 
It is true that "cooking" and "sewing" are 
tauO'ht at Iowa State College under the na~es of Foods and Textiles. And it is true that 
there are many girls majoring in these subjects, and 
there are still a majority of girls who are planning on 
teaching home economics. 
'rhe fact is that the work offered in the Home Econ-
omics Divisi~n is much broader and more inclusive 
than is supposed. A girl t~king the regular four-year 
course in home economics is allowed elective courses 
in addition to her required-courses in horne economics, 
chemistry, physics, zoology, public speaking, govern-
ment, etc. She may follow any of a number of the 
branches of homCi economics and equip herself in that 
specific line of work. 
In this issue, Mrs. Sather in the article, " What the 
Graduate May Do,'' lists the positions that are open 
to home economics graduates. After reading this 
article one would realize that there are a great number 
of interesting things that a "hec" can do. 
SUMMER READING 
The approach of June and the close of the regular 
school year brings vacation. It will be short for 
those who remain for a part or all of summer school, 
and for those who get summer work, the vacation will 
partly consist of a change in occupation. All of us 
will have some time for reading. During the school 
year we are so rushed from dawn to dusk with the 
regular routine of studies that we do not have suffi-
cient time to read and broaden our interests. 
Summer then, presents this proposition. We have 
the time to read. What will be our choice of reading 
material ~ Two great fields are open before us, the 
fiction and the non-fiction field of reading matter. 
Shall we confine our reading only to one field ~ Surely, 
it would be more profitable to select wisely from 
both fields. 
Since the problem of selecting worthwhile non-
fiction books is le~s difficult than choosing good fiction 
books, we shall not dwell upon it here in this brief 
discussion. When it comes to the field of fiction, we 
ought to use careful discrimination. Hundreds of 
novels are published each year. How shall we select 
the few we want to read 1 How can we determine 
which are the most worthwhile 1 
.(}ood fiction lifts one out of his physical environ-
ment, gives him the benefit of travel, adventure, and 
romance, lends an interest to life and refreshes him 
for his work. Popular, trashy fiction has none of these 
vaues. Are we justified, then, in spend our time read-
ing it ? Can we ignore the advice of critics to read 
certain novels which they call best~ W e cannot, at 
least, until we have given these books, which persons 
with a literary education say are better, a fair trial. 
The book reviews in magazines devoted to new books 
such as 'fhe Bookman, the Book Review Digest, or 
the Saturday Review of Literature are helpful. The 
New Republic and The Nation, weekly magazines, also 
contain reviews. Give those recommended books a 
fair trial. You will probably find them more enjoy-
able than the popular sort which critics call cheap. 
Books which describe life as it is, give the most 
pleasure. They enlarge and inform the mind of the 
reader. We need to remember that not all books 
which are the best sellers have the greatest value. We 
should consider them carefully and thoughtfully. 
Johnson has wisely 'fmid, ''A book should help us to 
either enjoy life or understand it.'' 
-Nellie l\L Goethe. 
SUMMER V ACA'l'ION 
'' Ten more days till vacation, 
Then we'll go to the station, 
Back to civilization, 
The train will carry us alL '' 
The familiar little ditty is being heard more and 
more frequently about the campus. "Going ho~e 
for the summer? Won't you be glad when school 1s 
out ~ Do you have a job ~" and other questioning 
ejaculations are common. Every one seems to be in-
terested in the summer vacation. 
Summer vacation to most of us will not mean a 
three month's period of entire leisure-but it will 
mean a change of one kind or another. 
The IOWA HOMEMAKER is taking it's summer 
vacation too. Consequently there will be no summer 
issue. Watch for the next issue in September. 
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Alumnae News 
New Positions 
"Got a job yet~" 
"Have I! Contra-Ct all signed, 'n 
everything." 
'l'hese and similar remarks are heard 
on all sides by prospecbve June gradu-
ates. A number of these have secured 
positions as teachers of Home Economics. 
Others have captured commercial jobs. 
The future tear hers are : Glndys Allen, 
who will teach nt Dunlap; Gmtrude Bol-
ton, Lehigh; Lucill e Bmkett, Dallas Cen-
ter; Elsie Brezo, Hastings; Leona Brow-
hnrd, New H:utford; }~ern Capellan, 
Sioux Rapids; Margaret Davis, Rinard; 
Ember Day, Collins; Daisy Mae Guyette, 
Mondamin; Margaret Goodwin, Remsen; 
Nettie H elt, Garner; Frances Hibbs, 
Bloomfield; Iva Jansen, Mapleton; Alma 
Knoll, J"uana ; Marian Larson, Merrill; 
I sabel Leith, Livermore; llifanda Living· 
stm1, \Voodbine; Jessie Manship, Maple· 
ton; Helen Mauthe, vVashington; Thelma 
Munson, Willow Lake, S. D.; Ruth Macy, 
Fairbault, Minn.; hene Nickle, Melvin; 
Helen Newhard, Banesteel, S. D.; Ethel 
I.. Pierce, Missouri Valley; Grace Ran-
dell, Earlham; V m·a Riley, Ogden; Elma 
Rolns, Oto; Betty Rhoads, Colo; Vera 
Schmeiser, Argyle; Mable Sackett, Chari-
ton; Frances Swenson, Ward-Belmont at 
Nashville, Tenn.; Eleano1· Thomas, Spirit 
Lake; Shirley Williams, 'ripton; Mae 
Warren, Rhodes; Ruth Walker, Hubbard. 
Those having commercial positions are: 
Kathryn Bell, Ann Faulke, Dorothy Parker 
and Alma Smith, who will all be employ-
ed at Stauffer's Lunch in Cleveland, 
Ohio. 
Audrey Groves, Ma1'ie Krause, and 
Marjorie Stebbins will begin their stu-
dent dietetic training in the Cook 
County Hospital in Chicago. 
Cassie Langlin, '28, is asistant director 
of the Ga1·den Spot 'rea Room in New 
York City. 
Ivy Bunight, '28, has accepted a posi-
tion as assistant dieteti.on at the Decatur 
and Macon County Hospital, Decatur, 
Ill. Miss Burright has just finished her 
training at the Presbyterian Hospital in 
Chic[tgo. 
Myra Marston, '24, hns accepted an in-
temeship in Nutrition at Iowa University 
for 1929-30. 
Jane \Vagner, '27, who was formerly 
employed by the Certo Corporation, Edu-
cation Department, is now studying at 
Columbia Unive1·sity. 
Doris Anderson, '25, fOJ"merly with the 
Calumet Bnki•ng Powder Company, is 
now in charge of Post's Products Com-
. pn.ny in California. 
Helen Preston, who graduated from 
Iowa State College in March, '29, is post-
er making specialist in the extension de-
pn 1-tment here. 
Marion Swanson, '28, Myrne Hendry, 
'24, and Catherine Maurice, '23, are in 
extension work in Maryland. 
Helen Hager and Margaret Hoskins 
will receive their dietetic trnining at the 
Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago. 
Dorothy Roberts has been engaged as 
dietetian and manager of the dormitory 
at Colo College, Colo Springs. 
Vesper Monk, '27, writes that she is 
co unter supervisor in th-e Employee's 
Cafeteria of Chicago's new "billion dollar 
bank," the Continental Illinois, Bank and 
Trust Co. During their daily service 
which is from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m. they 
average serving about 2,600. 
Miss Elizabeth D. Fogg, Home Ec. 
'25, who has for the past two yea1·s been 
:cssistant di etitian in the California Luth-
eran Hospital, is now affiliated with the 
I~os Angeles County Public H ealth Asso-
ciation. She assists in establishing and 
supervisil1g clinics in the various towns 
in the county. Her work also includes 
office work, demonstrations and talks. 
With her Iowa Stnte College training 
:wd tested recipes, Huth Liggett, '25, has 
withstood a competitive t est in the bakery 
department . of Harding's Restaurant in 
Chicago and is now managin~ that de-
partment. 
Harding's organization includes a pick-
ed group of young women rep resenting 
25 colleges and universities in the United 
States and it was in competition with 
this group that Miss Liggett surpassed. 
Before going to Harding's Miss Liggett 
was in charge of the Pelletier Tearoom in 
Sioux City. 
Miss Irene Hickey, Home Ec., '28, is 
associated with the Home Service De-
partment in Milwaukee. Part of her 
work consists of giving lessons to home-
mnkers on the planning and preparation 
of meals. 
Ferne E. Taylor, '16, is business mnn -
ager of the Christodora House in New 
York City. 'rhe Christodora is a sixteen 
stm·y r esidence consisting of suites of 
two and three rooms for young men and 
women in business, students, and those 
interested in th e arts and professions. 
'rhere is a spacious lounge, a large gym-
. nasium aud swimming pool, which add 
much to the comfo1t and joy of t hose 
living there. The Christodore overlooks 
the Enst River a.nd lower Manhattan. 
Mary Alice Mil10r, H. Ec. '26, is head 
of the Home Economics Department of 
San Junn, Porto Rico. The high school 
has a faculty of forty teachers. Four 
of these are Home Economics teachers. 
She also supervises the grade school wOJ"k 
of San Juan. Subjects taught in the 
high school are H. S. Foods and H. S. 
Clothing and Home Nursing which are 
required subjects. Advanced Clothing, 
P01-to Rican, foods, House Planning and 
F m·nishings, and Graduates' Wardrobes 
which are elective subjects. 
The following girls have been cloing 
Red Cross nutritional work: Elsie Max-
son, '24, at Mid W est, Wyoming; Jewel 
Coleman, '26, at Green River, Wyoming; 
Canie Hodgen, M. S. '28, Waco, Texas. 
Mary Reed '26 and Margaret Heinig '26, 
were nutritionists before marriage. 
Red Cross Nut ritionists 
A number of Red Cross chapters carry-
ing Nutrition prog1·ams as perfected by 
the organization, report as much as a 
20 percent increase in school attendance, 
and a 20 percent reduction in malnutri-
tion, according to Mariette Eichelberger, 
Ph. D., Assistant National Director, Red 
Cross Nutrition Service, St. Louis. The 
chapters that have carried the program 
for a period of two to five years state 
that their grocers, homemakers and 
others, observe a marked increase in pro-
duction and consumption of milk, fruits, 
vegetables and whole grain cereals. 
During the school yenr 1927-28 Red 
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Cross Nutritionists employed by chapters 
aided an average of 93,387 individuals 
a month-parents, teachers, other adults 
and ~re-school and school children-in 
securing knowledge of nutrition and how 
to apply it to their daily lives. Within 
this same period 6,000 children and 
adults, per month, attended lectures. 
Through consultations and home visits 
an average of 2,000 persons we1·e reached 
every month. 
Dr. Eichelberg1er explains that Red 
Cross Nutritionists, th1·ough instruction 
to prenatal groups, aims to have \vell 
nourished babies born to healthy mothers, 
nncl to assure adequate food for the in-
fa11ts. Such procedm·e is p1·eventive of 
faculty bone development, defective 
teeth, tendencies to 1 ung diseases and the 
diseases common to childhood. When 
school clrrys arrive the children may ex-
pect to enter with relatively' few physical 
defects. This pre-school instruction is 
emphasized through organized groups of 
pre-school childt·en and pre-school study 
ciTCles for adults. 
Through gmded nutrition instruction in 
the schools, the whys of food and health 
and the habit of eating correct foods 
are continued. Consequently, higher 
leYels of scholarship and behavior may be 
expected. Malnourished persons in adult 
classes are helped in overcoming their 
handicaps. 
The Red Cross Nutritionist aims to 
reach every person in the community, 
through organization and volunteers. She 
tries to make eating conect food popular, 
and inspires children to correct eating 
habits. To insure the continuation of 
programs after assignments are complet-
ed, the Nutritionist instructs grade teach-
ers so that they may continue the work 
following her departure. 'l'he National 
Hed Cross assists in keeping contacts 
with teachers and mothers who have had 
the course in food and nutrition. 
Red Cross chapters represent · organ-
ized community leadership capable of the 
study of community needs and intelligent 
ways in which to meet them. 'l'he chap-
ters are therefore a desirable founda-
tion for Nutrition instruction that must 
enjoy complete community confidence and 
backing to succeed with a: long time view 
in mind. A Nutrition program costs 
about $200 a month, or less. Itinerant 
workers, usually asig1J3d for between 
three and six months, cost $5 per day 
or $30 a week, plus board and room, 
transportation and from $1 to $10 a 
month for supplies. 
Red Cross Nutritionists must be appTOv-
ed by the National Red Cross Nutrition 
Service Director before assignments to 
duty by chapters. 'l'hey must be gradu-
ates of accredited schools of Home Ec-
onomics, and e1Holled in the American 
Red Cross Nutrition Rervice. 'l'hey must 
have a thorough knowledge of the science 
(Continued on page 14) 
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Mrs. Scott Takes a Vacation 
(Continued from page 10) 
family appreciated her more a11d she had 
many new thi11gs to give them. She felt 
she was actually doing her part better 
than ever before. 
"To know what you prefe r, instead of 
saying amen to what the world tells you 
you ought to prefer, is to have kept your 
soul alive." 
- Robert Louis Stevenson. 
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What the Graduate May Do 
(Continued from page 1) 
stitutional training may operate her own 
tea room, cafeteria, or catering service. 
Department stores are using home ec· 
onomics trained women in their persom1el 
work and as managers of various de· 
partments and as personn l service repre· 
sentatives. Due to the const::ntly in· 
crensing importance of the style element 
in all types of mercha~ndise, it has be· 
eome necessary for progressive stores to 
employ women trained in art and cloth· 
ing and household furnishings to tell 
the style story to the public, the sales 
people a11d the rest of the store. There is 
good opportunity for advancement along 
tliese lines but it does require many years 
of hard work. There a re also a few posi· 
tions open to women trained in. 
chemistry a11d textiles and manufacturing 
companies are seeking women with ap· 
plied art training as designers. 
The day has passed when a man can 
act as home economics editor of a paper 
or magazine and it will soon not be pos· 
sible for a woman who has not had 
home economies training to do such work. 
Magazines and many newspapers are em· 
ploying trained women to head their home 
economics departments. Milling compan· 
ies are employing women trained in 
journalism and home economics who are 
capable of writing news stories about 
nutrition and diets for newspapers and 
magazines. Manufacturing organiza· 
tions are seeking women with journalism 
and home economics training to work 
in thei r· publicity departments. Meat 
packing companies employ women who 
have had training in experimental cook· 
ery to work in their experimental labor-
n tories and assist in their advertising 
campaigns and radio work. The field in 
journalism is unlimited to the home 
economics woman who has thorough 
training in journalism and who has am· 
bition and the capacity for hard work. 
It is still true that the largest number 
of home economics graduates enter the 
teaching profession. There is a wide var· 
iety in the opportunities open to teach· 
ers- in vocational homemaking courses, 
in high schools, in settlement and Y. W. 
C. A. classes, and in colleges. College 
teachers are usually specialists in some 
one phase of home economics and de-
mand specialists' salaries. The Home E c-
onomics Placement Bureau 1·eceives re· 
quests for candidates for such positions 
from all over the United States and 
from some foreign countries. 
A general training in home economics 
is p1·epara.tion for the practical applica· 
tion of all these subjects in homemak· 
ing. The successful administration of 
the home, whether it be for the family 
or for the large1· institutional group, de· 
pends upon the wise expenditure of time, 
money, and effort, the maintenance of 
healthful and comfortable home condi-
tions, and an appreciation of the impor· 
t:rncc of the family and the home and 
their relation to the rest of society. 
Eighty percent of hom e etonomies .grad· 
uates marry within four years after leav· 
i ng college. 
The Red Cross Nutritionist 
(Continued from page 13) 
of nutrition, as well as of the social nncl 
medical points of vi ew. Added to this, 
the Red Cross Nutritionist must be an 
able mganizer and t eacher, and capable 
of adapting herself to all groups with 
which she works-pre·school and adult as 
well as school. 
The field of Red Cross Nutrition Ser· 
Yice is an expanding one, and the work 
grows slowly, as a real integration in 
eommunity life. In the Midwest during 
1~27 ·28 all of the 15 itinerant progr·ams 
were repeated. This year 15 itinerant 
pr·ograms have been returned, and of 
this number 11 have been carried for 
~ or more years, indicating efficient or· 
r·:mizati on effort. By June of this year, 
30 Red Cross Nutrition Services will have 
been completed in the Midwest. The 
orgnnizatio'n is making substantial strides 
for·ward in this greatly needed instrue· 
tion, and those interested should com· 
municnte with Dr. Marietta E chelberger , 
Assistant National Director, Nutrition 
Rerviee, Midwestern Branch Office, 
American Red Cross, St. Louis, Mo. 
Equipment Short Course 
Lnt.est developments in · gas and elce· 
tric household equipment will be shown 
and demonstrated to about 100 women 
equipment demonstrators and pr·omoters 
in the third annual household equipment 
sho1·t course at Iowa State College, May 
27 to June 1. 
All demonstmtions and lectures will 
be open to the public, according to Mrs. 
Vivian Brashear, head of the household 
equipment department. A number of 
women in and near Ames' are expected to 
visit the classes as well as the profession· 
al demonstrators . 
Head-liners on the program include 
Miss Eloise Davison, National Electric 
company, New York, former head of the 
Iowa State College household equip· 
ment department; Miss Mary Barber, 
horne economics director for the Kellogg 
company, Battl e Creek, Mich.; Miss 
Lucile Harris, home economics director of 
the Kansas Gas and Electric company, 
\Vichita, K an., former student at Iowa 
State; and Mrs. Fred Weitz, Des Moines, 
editor of the Iowa Clubwoman. 
Leading household equipment manu-
facturers plan to have exhibits of their 
latest developments at the short course, 
nccording to Mrs. Brashear. Those at· 
tending the course will actually use the 
equipment in various experiments in an 
attempt to acquire the housewife's point 
of view. 
T H E I 0 W A II 0 M E lJ! A It E R 
Opportunities in the Commercial 
Field 
J ane Wagner, '27 
Note: Jane Wagner Tesigned her posi-
tion as clcmonstrntoT fo1· the Certo Cor-
poration in Jan. '28, in ordeT that she 
might enter Columbia University and 
study for her M. S. 
"As a student I did not realize the 
lneadth and scope and the far-reaching 
possibilities that our field of Home Ec-
onomics had to offer, but after having 
tried out my abilities with teaching-by 
chance the alluring opportunities of the 
comercial world weTe brought to my at-
tention and secured by intm·est with the 
result that I decided to try myself out in 
this field. 
I found the experiences invaluable, in 
that I was thrown completely on my 
own resources and on my own responsibil-
ity-with the idea supporting me that 
I was to make good. 
As a preliminary to beginning actual 
work in the field, I was privileged to 
be given two weeks of intensive training 
at the corpomtion headquaTters. This 
was most essential, in that a sound back-
ground-the reason why,-for the pro-
motion of the product were firmly esta-
blished in my thinking. Not only CO::l-
fidence and faith in the product was 
established, but also confidence in myself 
-two essential requisistes. The members 
of the organization also were a great in-
spiration and cited me to greater am-
bition and action. Actual tryouts with 
the product in a variety of ways in the. 
laboratory kitchen were made. A study 
of the art of making contacts was in-
volved-how to apply the principles of 
modern psychology to daily problems; 
the defining and the analysis of informa-
tion or subject matter so that I might 
meet with resourcefulness all types of 
situations as they arose. 
Then, too, the intangible abilities as 
well as the specific abilities were brought 
into play. It was the acid test on the 
attributes of personality. 
The official title conferred upon me was 
"Home Economist"-a dignified name 
suggesting an authority in my line. 
On arriving in the territory delegated 
to me for carrying on the work I made 
my fi t·st contact with the Chamber of 
Commerce in ordej,j that I might learn of 
the organizations available for approval. 
The list included the Y. W. C. A., the 
Superintendent of Schools, Church chair-
men, and the Farm Bureau-but in a few 
clays :~fter having made several personal 
interviews, I found the good news spread-
ing and calls asking for time reserva-
tions were soon rolling in as though I 
were an established part of the city 
business. 
Due to my academic training and the 
hours I had spent in solving t he problems 
in Prof. Lancelot's booklet on "Teaching 
Skills," I think that I naturally turned 
to the school contacts first, as this offer-
eel me an opportunity to appy my know-
ledge of modern methods in teaching, 
and in the meantime helped me get my 
bearings. 't'his contact with the students 
enabled me to get the message over to 
the mothers in the community much more 
quickly. It followed that I proved to 
be of great assistance in furnishing new 
ideas for the promotion of bazaa rs, 
church suppers, a:nd other community 
activities where food was to be served, 
and this personal relationship through 
rendering this service aided me greatly 
in fmthering my work to the benefit of 
the fi1·m. 
Some days J;• gave several lectures with 
demonstrations, with the extension of us <Js 
to be made with the product- then som~ 
days were reserved for constructive plan-
ning and study. 
't'he day's work, however, was never 
complete until my story of the day's 
proceedings had ben written np in de-
tail. This was not easy, when the objec-
tives or basic idea for each day's work 
was much the same. To write a color-
ful convincing story each day, to a pro-
gressive advertising manager, on the same 
subject of how you succeeded in selling 
the idea to another group, necessarily 
resoved itself into stories of fifty seven 
varieties, with much benefit to me in that 
my brain wrts put to the test for varied 
15 
ways of expression, and I could discover 
myself under the pressure slowly becom-
ing more versatile. 
A tabulated rtccount of the number of 
people reached that clay, my expectations 
for the future days, the mnnner of the 
approach, including devices for seeming 
interest, concluding with a summarization 
of t·esults-all this was inculcated in my 
repol'ts. 
Sometimes my statements as to the 
results were reinfon~ed with splendid 
letters to the firm from leaders of the com-
munity life-telling of the helpful sug-
gestions I had left with them. 
In conclusio,,, I wish to say that 
through this experience I was convinced 
of the importance that personality, an im-
maculate appearance that strtnds for well-
being, the qualities of orderliness and 
neatness,-a genial temperament which 
embodies a willingness to accept sug-
gestions and the spirit of cooperation, to-
r ethet· with creative ability, all go hand 
in hn.nd toward making your~elf a suc-
cess in whatever yom undertaking may 
be." 
The H ome Economics Freshman 
And H er Maj or 
By Lucy Thompson 
Memol'ies of freshman days are .alreacly 
fast becoming indistinct nncl UJll'enl in 
the freshman girl's mind. She has con-
quered the strangness, the confusion and 
home sickness and finds herself Rbsot·bed 
in the busy ordered routine of college 
life. She likes her work nncl is looking 
forward to her sophomore year with pleas-
ure. She finds that one or more of her 
suh,;ects hnve an especial nppcal to her. 
Pcrhnps she is more or less talented 
:dong one specia 1 line of her work :tnd 
her probl em of selectin~ n major is 
relatil-·ely simple. Th e freshman girl 
listens with interest to the upper class-
mnn who seriously debates about majors, 
t·equired hours and electives. Sh e has 
been informed that she doesn't have to 
decide her major until the last quarter 
of her sophomore year and think's it is 
foolish to begin to ponder too much about 
it so early. If she is the nverage college 
freshman girl sh e is rather hnzy and un-
decided about the major question. 
The quicket· one comes to a decision 
about a major the more ben efit one can 
derive from her work . . Effort is directed 
with a definite purpose. 
Thm·e is a wide variety of majors off-
ered to Home Economics students. Ma-
jors may be had in Applied Arts, Foods 
and Nutrition, Textiles and Clothing, 
Institutional Administration, Physica I 
Education, Home Management, Child 
Care and Training, Home Economics und 
Chemistry, and House Hold Equipment, 
and Technical J oumalism. 
The freshman girl is urged to decide 
curly in her college career in which of 
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I magic touch, try I 
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THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
these she wishes to concentrate her 
efforts. 
She is required to make a definite decis-
ion 1·ega rding her major at the end of 
her sophomore year. 'l'o acquaint her 
with tho opportunities in the various 
fields of work vocational guidance meet-
ings are held by members of the faculty. 
These a re especially fOl" sophomore girls 
but freshmen are welcome. When the 
decision of where you a re going is once 
made, the rest of your time can be used 
to develop ability and speed. 
New Equipment Courses 
"Ten students arc enrolled in the t wo 
advanced courses in household equipment 
which a re 11ow offered to home economics 
stndents," stated Miss Edith Carse, in-
structor in Household Equipment Depart-
ment. 
These courses hnvo been planned pri -
marily to p t·eparo girls· for commercial 
positions in the equipment :field. 'l' hey 
are given in a ddition to a com·se in 
special problems. 
During the winter qum·ter, the :fit·st 
course was offered to graduates as well 
as upper class students interested in 
equipment work. Laundry and cleaning 
devices were studied in this course. Fac-
tors influencing cost and life of machines, 
the selection. operation and ca re of n.p-
pliances were considered. In the second 
advanced course, cooking appliances of 
all kinds m·e studied. For instance, in 
the study of an electric range, tho cook-
ing units :ue taken apart, insulation and 
gen eral construction noted, and heating 
eoils replaced. The perfOl'mancc of the 
unit is then checked with units from other 
electric ranges, of similar size and shape. 
These units arc used in eooking in order 
to connect the construction with practical 
usc, stated Miss Carse. 
The n ew courses are not listed in tho 
catnlogue and have no bona fide numbers. 
This explai11s why so few students know 
about them. 'l'wo to four hours a quarter 
may be elected, and girls not majoring 
in equipment may elect either course. 
"Much assistance has b een given by 
the manufacturers of the equipment in 
the p1·eparation of the courses. Cut-away 
models of the appliances as well as 
service manuals and other illustrative ma-
terials have been donated for use in the 
classes," declared Miss Carse. 
New Ideas 
(Continued f;·om page 10) 
vinegar ·to string beans when cooking to 
preserve their c'rispness ~ To make a 
tempting salad, chill the beans and pour 
vinegar in which a small onion has 
IJeen minced ovet· them. 
Did you know that pressme cookers 
not only save gas but prevent appreciable 
loss of food properties~ That is why a 
pressure cooker is a welcome addition to 
any kitchen equipment. 
The name for peaches is a derivation 
of Persian apples. They were called To 
:md Toa by Chinese writers of the tenth 
century. In 1854 peaches were sold at 
Coloma, Calif., for $3.00 each. 
A raisin vine will produce for 25-100 
years. As a source of mineral salts in a 
simple form, raisins cannot be equalled. 
It is a good thing to be rich, and a 
good thing to be strong, but it is a bet-
.ter thing to be beloved by many ft:iends. 
-Euripedes. 
"A friend is one with whom we may be 
sincere." -Emerson. 
"You better lh·e your best and act 
yom· best and think your best today; for 
today is the sure preparation for tomor-
row and all the other tomorrows that 
follow." 
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When Mrs. Housewife Calls the Market 
She Knows Her Groceries 
WHY? 
She knows the secret of wise buying! 
When she orders she insists on the right grade of 
fruits and vegetables; the correct size of cans; economical 
cuts of meat; seasonable foods. 
And that isn't all-she knows how to prepare them 
attractively as well as cheaply. 
FOODS AND COOKERY, A HANDBOOK FOR 
HOMEMAKERS 
will teach you these secrets. Send us your order today. 
Price; $1.25 
'fHE HOMEMAKER COOKBOOK 
H.oom 206a Hom e Ero11omies H all 





DRESSED m the latest gay gingham 




Fashion reverts back to gingham, 
calico and pique for summer gar-
ments. New finger tip length 
jacket, \Yorn over bright sleeveless 
dress in handkerchief linen combi-
nations with gingham and pique. 
Sun back dresses of crepe de 
chine in all pastel shades with 
panty combinations. $25.00. 
Calico Coats 
Quaint quilted calico coats in daisy 
design lined with white. $16.95. 
Sweaters, 'rurbans and Plaited 
Plannel Skirts. 
Sleeveless sweaters in new lace 
weave with harmonizing tone effect 




Flannel Skirts $5.95 
Fin ely knitted woolen tm--
bn ns in wrap effect lend 
a bit of color and bind 
th e JockR. 
$3.98 
"Parkaway" Hat 
Felt hats interwoven 
with colorful straw braid-
ing, adj ustable straw hat 
ba11ds. Soft and pliable. 
$6.75 





Smoked Elk and Alli-
gatol'. Handwoven im-
pol'ted s::mdals in 14 dif-
ferent color combinations. 





All pastel colors, inter-
esting shapes in blocks 
nnd tria11gles, in combi-
nation with gold beads or 
set in metal. 
Wooden Bracelets 
$0.69 
Reverie chokers, long 
and short lengths. 
$2.95-$3.95-$8.50 
1st Floor 
